
April 2014 – Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam – This Spring High Point Market, occasional furniture
manufacturer Jonathan Charles will unveil a new collection inspired by various design movements, 
from 17th century French baroque to 1940’s modernist. With new items from over 10 different lines, 
ranging from “Architects House” to “La Rochelle”, Jonathan Charles incorporates contemporary 
touches on antique designs for a decidedly fresh take on ‘traditional-with-a-twist’.

La Rochelle Collection
Marked by striking seaweed marquetry details, the La Rochelle Collection is a paradigm of
traditional furnishings.

Seaweed marquetry loveseat (Fabric)
495151-MAZO

Soho Collection
Inspired by organic shapes, the Soho Collection references retro 1950’s overtones in a creative
display of contrasting materials and modern feminine shapes.

Architects House Collection
Inspired by the legendary Italian designer Ico Parisi circa 1950, the Architects House Collection 
displays angular lines in natural oak wood finish with antique brass fittings.

Twist Collection
Handcarved wood in a ‘twisted’ formation take center stage for the Twist Collection to create an 
illusionary feast for the eyes.

Luxe Collection
The Luxe Collection gets a colorful makeover in turquoise shagreen that contrasts beautifully 
against the antique brass legs and handle pulls.

About the Designer:
Jonathan Charles Fine Furniture is the vision of Jonathan Sowter,  an English
furniture designer who excels at the art of fine antique reproduction.
Though Jonathan draws inspirations from original antiques he discovers in 
his travels, his unique twists create contemporary translations of vintage treasures. 
With a keen eye for the smallest details, Jonathan employs traditional, 
hand-crafted techniques to create the most visually-stunning and intricate designs. 
As Jonathan always says, “It’s all in the detail…” 

Soho stool with white brass detail - 495187

3-tier Architectural etagere - 495102

Teal faux shagreen and brass legged console
495204

Soho dressing table with
white brass detail - 495206

Soho chest on stand with
white brass detail - 495175

Architectural 24” circular side table - 495078

45’’ Gilded twisted mirror - 495142-GIL 

Teal faux shagreen and brass legged end table
495205

Spring 2014 
lntroductions

Upholstered ottoman with tray table and
black twisted legs - 495162-BLA

Églomisé and iron cocktail ottoman 
(Gold) - 495169-G

Midcentury style rectangular oak
coffee table - 495077

28” Black twisted leg quatrefoil side table
495154-BLA


